The foamy virus family: molecular biology, epidemiology and neuropathology.
The family of foamy viruses designates a group of retroviruses which share a specific morphology and provoke characteristic cytopathic effects in cultured cells. Like HTLV and HIV, foamy viruses are complex viruses encoding a number of ancillary genes in addition to gag, pol and env, including a transcriptional transactivator. Foamy viruses are endemic in various primate species, and human foamy viruses (HFV) have been isolated from patients with various neoplastic and degenerative diseases. Despite a growing body of knowledge on the biology of foamy viruses, it has not yet been possible to identify a disease specifically caused by foamy virus infection. After reviewing the epidemiology and molecular biology of the various animal foamy viruses, this article focuses on the pathogenic properties of HFV in transgenic mouse systems. HFV transgenes exhibit a striking neurotropism and elicit a progressive degenerative disease of the central nervous system and striated muscle. Similarly to patients with HIV-associated encephalopathy, HFV transgenic mice develop accumulations of syncytial giant cells in their brains. The relevance of these findings for human neuropathology is discussed.